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theshowroom

YOU CAN REACH OUT & TOUCH 
SELECTED HORCHOW MERCHANDISE 
AT THESE NEIMAN MARCUS STORES

ARIZONA SCOTTSDALE

CALIFORNIA SAN FRANCISCO (UNION SQUARE)

ILLINOIS CHICAGO (MICHIGAN AVENUE) & OAKBROOK

MINNESOTA MINNEAPOLIS

TEXAS PLANO (WILLOW BEND)

We’ve been talking about our Design Team for years – showcasing 

their style and creativity in the words and pictures on our web site 

and in our catalogs.  With this premier issue of HORCHOW@HOME, 

we’re introducing them by name, face, and favorite items (Style/List, 

pages 16-19).

Trey Hoffmann, senior art director, brings 20 years of experience to 

the process of designing everything from full-scale rooms to elegant 

still-lifes of bedding or table settings or decorative items. Trey has the 

skill and vision necessary to combine varied items into I-want-to-live-there perfection, and then 

presents the resulting photos in beautifully balanced, high-impact layouts. Art director Caroline 

Liang also produces stunning photography that showcases textiles, lighting, and décor.

Senior writer/editor Meredith Frazier sets the scenes and inspires our 

customers with spot-on descriptions and word-play. Her knowledge of our 

merchandise, as well as decorating styles and design history, is the result of 

over 22 years with Horchow, and she has honed her research and writing skills 

through studies for a master’s degree in liberal arts.

Who adds those special touches that transform a grouping of furniture, rugs, and lighting into 

a warm, livable room? Our state-of-the-art stylists: Jan Jones, Tracy Dorn, and Philip Montanez. 

Their expertise extends beyond the artfully draped throw or the just-right antique; they know how 

to make a setting feel real, right down to the finish on the floor or the color of the walls.

This magazine wouldn’t be here without our online creative team, Lori Dibble and Carmen 

Timmons, and our expert writers Nancy Frazee (fine linens) and Carolynn Garling (antiques). 

Working on this magazine has been a particular pleasure for me, since I spent almost 10 years 

as editor of a design magazine before coming here. Like you, I love interior design, Horchow 

merchandise, and our Design Team’s ability to constantly present it in fresh and inspiring ways.

We hope you enjoy our first issue. Tell us what you’d like to see in the next one!

from the editor meet the people behind the pages of  Horchow.com

K A R E N  M U N C Y
editor in chief
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When you swoon over our luxurious bedding, 
it might come as a surprise to find that the person 
who selects it is anything but formal. “Our parties 
are never dressy, not even for Christmas,” says Boo 
Powell, Horchow’s longtime fine-linens buyer. The 
relaxed, eclectic home she shares with husband Jim 
is welcoming and delightfully eclectic, filled with 
personal treasures and intriguing collections.

When she’s planning a party, what comes first: the 
guest list or the menu? “After I decide who, then I 
decide what kind of food,” she says. “We always have 
the traditional Thanksgiving meal for Christmas, too, 
and I prepare almost everything.” [CONTINUE ON PG. 8]

BOO POWELL BELIEVES IN LIVING LIKE{THIS}

@HOME
with our linens guru
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[FROM PG. 7]  Since everyone tends to gravitate to the kitchen, 
she sets up the bar and appetizers there on a rustic wood 
table. Dinner is served in the dining room beneath a favorite 
family portrait known simply as The Ancestor (an actual relative 
whose name has been lost to time). Powell uses her Spode 
“Woodlands” dinnerware, accented with pewter chargers, horn-
handled flatware, and classic hemstitched linens. “Because the 
table is small, I either plate the food or set up a buffet” on the 
gorgeous antique hutch. A flock of antique hand-carved birds, 
inspired by a collection of the designers Dransfield & Ross, 
decorates the wall. 

After dinner, it’s back to the kitchen table to choose from a variety 
of desserts. “They’re my favorite thing to cook,” she says, “so I 
always have several choices, including apple pie and a crème pie 
like coconut, topped with meringue.”  She shared a tip: “Mix the 
meringue with a third to half a jar of marshmallow crème! You 
can’t taste the marshmallow, but it gives the meringue body so it 
holds up overnight.”  [CONTINUE ON PG. 13]
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CREME PIE

4 heaping tablespoons of flour

Dash of salt

1 cup sugar

2 cups milk

3-4 egg yolks

1 tablespoon butter 

1 teaspoon vanilla

1 baked pie shell

Coconut, cocoa, or sliced bananas
(see note below)

Combine flour, salt, sugar, and milk in a large 

saucepan. Stir over medium heat and add egg 

yolks. Cook until thick. Remove from heat and 

add butter and vanilla. Stir in coconut or cocoa, 

or pour over sliced bananas in pie shell.

Coconut creme pie: most of a tall can of flaked coconut.

Chocolate creme pie: 2 tablespoons cocoa powder.

Banana creme pie: 1-2 bananas, sliced.

MIX THE MERINGUE WITH A THIRD TO HALF A JAR OF MARSHMALLOW 

CRÈME! YOU CAN’T TASTE THE MARSHMALLOW, BUT IT GIVES THE 

MERINGUE BODY SO IT HOLDS UP OVERNIGHT.”
“



[FROM PG. 8]  In the living room, 
her collection of Santas is the 
focal point. It has grown to 
over 200, from a Pez® dispenser 
to the life-size Claus with his 
own tree, one of several she 
has purchased from Horchow.   
[CONTINUE ON PG. 15]
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[FROM PG. 13]  As befits a linens expert, Powell’s bedroom is a mix 
of pure luxury and personal charm. The white four-poster was 
purchased years ago from Horchow, as were the lace-trimmed 
sheets and the colorful crazy quilt. More recent acquisitons 
are the Ann Gish chocolate velvet quilt and dust skirt.  Powell 
had the European shams made from an antique quilt. Unable 
to find any finials she liked for the four-poster, Powell tops 
them with small Santas for the holidays (they’re secured with 
museum putty). The lineup of cowboy boots has decorative 
impact but “I wear all of them,” she says. “And I’m SO glad 
I did the leopard carpet in here — it’s just fun and doesn’t 
show any spots and goes with everything and brings a smile to 
everyone’s face.” So does the rest of her home.  – Karen Muncy

15

sweet dreams
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"I have china and crystal and silver that’s all pretty formal, but I like to bring in pieces like the 1 Dransfield & Ross elephant 

napkin ring — especially if I’m serving Thai or Indian food. I just love the exotic edge, plus I’m an animal lover. I’m also drawn 

to organic shapes — that’s why I love the Michael Aram forest leaf tray and the Janice Minor coral branch chandelier, and those 

2 quartz votives – I  could have a dozen of those! 3 ‘Bamboo’ flatware is really simple but not boring, just 

clean-lined and versatile.

The 4 Water Hyacinth place mats add fabulous texture, and they can be dressed up or down. The Palm 

Springs Block linens bring in some color, and their geometric patterns keep the table looking modern. Of 

course, everyone should have 5 Sferra Hemstitch in every color — that’s a must!”       —JAN JONES, stylist

styleLIST
THEY SPEND THEIR DAYS CREATING THE ENVIRONMENTS THAT SHOWCASE HORCHOW  
MERCHANDISE, SO OUR PHOTOGRAPHY TEAM GETS UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL WITH  
OUR COLLECTIONS. HERE’S WHAT THEY LOVE FOR HOLIDAY ENTERTAINING AND BEYOND:

 “If I had to pick just one thing, it 

would be the Filet pewter flatware, 

a really beautiful classic that never 

goes out of style. Horchow has 

carried it for a long time so you 

can count on it being there if you 

want to add pieces to your service.”       

—TRACY DORN, stylist
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 “I’m very much a traditionalist, so I like to start with something really classic, like the 1 monogrammed 

dinnerware in gold, and build around it. To add texture, I’d choose the 2 Stag Horn flatware or the Stag pewter 

flatware. I like the contrast of rustic and formal, and their weightiness and substance. 

For a little whimsy and to pick up on the gold in the dinnerware, I’d add the 3 Michael Aram acorn salt and 

pepper shakers. For linens, I really like the hard-sided hexagonal place mats from Dransfield & Ross. The clean 

lines and nailhead trim give my traditional settings a little bit of a modern edge — just enough that it looks current.

I like the 4 Aston crystal barware from Lauren by Ralph Lauren; the cut is more simple and modern than you might expect. To dress 

up a place setting, I like the pewter charger that has a little bit of embellishment, not overdone. The cheeseboard by L'Objet has nice 

form, as does the 5 two-tier server by Nambé – it is much more modern than anything I would usually pick, but sometimes the more 

unexpected something is, the better it works.”    —TREY HOFFMANN, art director

“I love to plan menus, cook, and entertain at my cabin at 

the foothills of the Catskills. The setting is rustic — I made 

the dining table using resurrected barn wood — so I take 

my cues from that, and at the top of my wish list is the 

handcrafted pewter tableware from Valpeltro of Brescia, 

in Italy. All their products are top-notch: cast, not pressed, 

polished and brushed and even antiqued by hand. I love 

the weightiness and the detail in their 1 Hotel flatware. 

The 2 Baroque chargers complement formal or casual 

dinnerware. The stemware can be everyday or occasional, 

and the serving utensils withstand all tests of function and 

durability. My absolute favorite, 

the 3 Valpeltro pewter carafes, 

not only look great as part of the 

centerpiece, but also fare well even 

when my guests get a little rowdy.”  

 —PHILLIP MONTANEZ, stylist

"I've been cooking more at home lately for my fiancé, and 

I like to keep things easy. That's why I chose the 1 paper 

place mat sets. I love the pencil-like drawings, and they 

make cleanup easy, plus they're made of recycled paper!  

I also like the 2 Renaissance drinkware 

because it’s a nice mix of color and traditional 

style. When I want to set a more formal 

table, I love to add things like the 3 Michael 

Aram Pomegranate salt and pepper shakers."   

—CAROLINE LIANG, art director
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LIGHTING MAKES SUCH 

AN IMPACT ON THE  

MOOD OF AN OCCASION, 

WHY NOT THINK ABOUT 

IT FROM A WHOLE  

NEW PERSPECTIVE? colorful characters
You invite interesting guests who know 

just how to keep the conversation 

going. These are the decorating 

equivalents: pieces that will have 

everybody talking. Choose our 

stunning Retro Glamour chandelier 

in amethyst, or the carefree abandon 

of Comet with its solar sysytem of 

crystal beads. – Meredith Frazier

happy glow

Of course, every party — and home — needs a little romance, and 

candles have a well-earned reputation for creating an unforgettable 

ambience. Wow your guests with a centerpiece of turquoise and 

clear quartz tealight holders. Or go for some shadow play with 

a votive tree that holds clear candle cups in its branches. For 

something more traditional, Kosta Boda's Mine votives or one 

from Waterford are perennial favorites. Of course, you can really 

make a scene by grouping ornate candleholders anywhere, like this 

collection in white.

20 21

party
LIGHTS



 V intage S tyle

B R I N G  A  L I T T L E  H I S T O R Y  T O  Y O U R  TA B L E
W I T H  O N E - O F - A - K I N D  A N T I Q U E S 

One of the things we love about our Estate Collection 
is the specialty serving pieces. They conjure visions 
of Victorian dinners ablaze with candlelight and 
shimmering with ornate silver plate. Our antiques are 
one-of-a-kind, but here we show some examples to 
inspire you.  Click to see what’s here now >

For the Victorians, the dining table was an elaborate 
creation, carefully set. Each guest was allowed 24" to 
26", with plates placed equal distances apart. A grand 
centerpiece of silver, perhaps a rose bowl of flowers, 
would be placed on a plateau (low enough for guests to 
see over), flanked by twin compotes filled with favors 
for the ladies. Handsome candelabra or candlesticks 
illuminated silver compotes of fruit, small cakes, and 
candied chestnuts. Six silver shells or small serving 
dishes were filled with olives and salted almonds to be 
served after the soup.  [CONTINUE ON PG. 25] 
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[FROM PG. 22] The meal would have been just as carefully 
planned. Most formal Victorian dinners included 10 
or more courses: raw oysters, soup, salad, fruit, cheese, 
antipasto, and fish all came before the main course, which 
was followed by pastry or other desserts.  

Since etiquette dictated that nothing should be touched 
with the fingers, the proper Victorian hostess provided 
utensils for every imaginable purpose. An individual 
place setting included a variety of forks (dinner, place, 
salad, pastry, and shrimp or cocktail), spoons (tea, coffee, 
demitasse, bouillon, gumbo soup, and iced tea), and knives 
(dinner, place, fruit, cheese, and butter spreader). Serving 
utensils, elaborately decorated and pierced, included 
carving knife and fork, salad servers, gravy ladle, asparagus 
server, olive spoon, berry spoon, fish server, salt spoon, and 
sugar sifter or caster.

Of course, the well-appointed table featured elegant 
serving dishes specially designed for everything from 
entrees to sardines. Condiments such as mustard would 
have been presented in glass-lined mustard pots, while 
sugar graced the table in elegant glass-lined silver sugar 
baskets or bowls. Biscuits or cookies would have arrived 
at table in ornate containers with the rather lowly name of 
“barrels,” and beverages were poured from lemonade or 
claret jugs.

At the end of the meal, serving staff brought each guest 
a water-filled finger bowl, each with a slice of lemon, for 
delicate “washing up.” 

So this year, as we come home for the holidays, perhaps 
it is time to slow down a bit, follow the examples of our 
Victorian ancestors, and savor holiday meals as the special 
celebrations they were meant to be. – Carolynn Garling

VICTORIAN SOCIETY DICTATED 

THAT EACH INVITED GUEST, 

WHETHER THEY ACTUALLY 

ATTENDED OR NOT, SHOULD CALL 

UPON THE HOSTESS IN PERSON 

WITHIN A WEEK AFTER THE EVENT 

TO PAY THEIR RESPECTS. 

 ictorian V  tiquette E
VISIT THE ESTATE COLLECTION AT HORCHOW.COM 

FOR ONE-OF-A-KIND  VICTORIAN SILVER-PLATED TABLEWARE.

THE WELL-APPOINTED TABLE 

FEATURED ELEGANT SERVING 

DISHES SPECIALLY DESIGNED 

FOR EVERYTHING”
“
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entertaining101
TIPS FOR SERVING BUFFET STYLE

I’M PLANNING A DINNER PARTY FOR 16.  WHERE DO I BEGIN?

Unless you have an exceptionally large dining table, or a space that will 

accommodate two tables of eight, go with a buffet rather than a seated 

dinner. A buffet allows you to present the meal beautifully while encouraging 

guests to mingle more and serve themselves (less work for you!). A beautiful 

buffet showcases your eye for design as well as your culinary skills. 
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HOW SHOULD I SET UP A BUFFET?

Stack plates at the starting point (see our buffet plate holders). 

Place salads and cold dishes first and hot foods at the end so they 
will still be hot when your guests sit down.

Put napkins, cutlery, and beverages at the end. so guests can serve 
their plates without juggling those items. Consider one of the many 
flatware caddies we offer, or bundle flatware in folded napkins and 
stack on a tray or in a basket.

Display desserts on a separate table with plates and flatware,  
coffee urn, cups, and saucers. 

Maximize serving areas by thinking vertically: Use tiered servers, 
cake plates, and other footed pieces to create different heights for a 
dramatic presentation that helps guests to better view their options. 
Dual and triple beverage dispensers are another way to add visual 
impact while saving space. 

Don’t forget to allow space for serving utensils, butter, salt and 
pepper, and, if space allows, a few decorative items as well. Small 
decorative accents like ornaments, nuts, fruits, and gourds scattered 
about are a wonderful touch. If you use flowers on the table, don’t 
use heavily scented ones that will compete with the food’s aromas 
(think faux arrangements).

WHAT ELSE CAN I DO AHEAD OF TIME TO ENSURE  
THAT THE PARTY GOES SMOOTHLY?

Plan your menu with items that can be cooked ahead and simply 
warmed for serving. 

Complement your own creations with some of our ready-
made gourmet foods; spiral-cut hams eliminate the chores of 
carving and slicing. 

Use covered chafing dishes with Sterno® holders to keep foods warm. 

Identify each dish or dessert with a place card, eliminating 
guesswork for your guests.

Finally, enjoy your own party! A tense hostess diminishes even the 
most amazing menu and the most perfectly laid-out buffet. When 
you have a good time, so will your guests. – Nancy Frazee

Display desserts on a separate 
table with plates and flatware,  
 coffee urn, cups, and saucers.

} {
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party rule no.
NEVER ARRIVE 
EMPTY-HANDED

1

hostess gifts under
$100

1 TEA FORTE GOURMET TEAS, 13.00-38.00 

2 MONOGRAMMED WINE STOPPER, 22.00 

3 PERSONALIZED LEATHER PHOTO ENVELOPE, 52.00 

4 CHAMPAGNE FLUTES, 60.00/set of 6

5 NAMBE COPPER FRAME, 75.00 

6 PERSONALIZED EMBOSSER, 26.00 

7 CRYSTAL VOTIVE HOLDER, 25.00

8 REUSABLE CERAMIC PLACE CARDS 
   & METAL HOLDERS, 72.00/set of 4 

1

3

5

7

6

2

4

8
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the return of the epergne
THESE ELABORATE SERVING PIECES WERE OFF THE ENTERTAINING 
RADAR FOR YEARS BUT HAVE RECENTLY MADE A COMEBACK.

WHAT A tiered centerpiece, with 
a pedestal of metal or crystal, 
topped by a comparatively large 
center bowl, with smaller bowls 
suspended below from arms.

PRONOUNCE eh - PERN

WHERE Probably from the 
French word epargne 

WHEN First used in the late 
18th century

HOW TO USE To serve 
condiments, nuts, or sweets • As 
a decorative centerpiece filled 
with fruit or flowers  • As a 
candelabrum holding tea lights 
or votive candles

32
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